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Online Quiz League 
 

Questions set by: Mark Laycock  Edited by: Jamie Hall and Sarah Trevarthen 
For use in: Season 13 Week 10 Friendly matches played 17/07/24 

Correct as of: 17/07/24 
 

Note to QMs (please read aloud to teams): Players are politely reminded to have their hands in view at all times 



Round 1 

1a The Zinkopfle, a hill noted for its unusual terroir [te-rwa-ur] producing a metallic tang in wines made from 

grapes which grow on it, which adds distinctiveness to the local Riesling [ree-sling] and Gewurztraminer [ge-

wurts-tram-een-er] wines is located in which French growing region? 

Alsace 

1b Released on May 24th this year, “Post Human: Next Gen” is the seventh album by which British band, fronted 

by Oli Sykes? 
Bring Me The Horizon 

2a Beginning in June, which season is known as Estate [es-ta-tay] in Italian? Summer 

2b 
James 1st succeeded which English queen in 1603? 

Elizabeth I (Accept just 

Elizabeth but do not prompt 

or accept Elizabeth II) 

3a King of the Olympian gods and celestial sex-pest Zeus, fathered which heroic figure with the mortal princess 

Alcmene, after seducing her disguised as her husband? 
Heracles (accept Hercules) 

3b Making his breakthrough into films working with Roger Corman on Battle Beyond the Sun, who directed the 

1972 movie The Godfather? 
Francis Ford Coppola 

4a Which man won the 1923 Nobel Prize in Physics for his Oil Drop Experiment which he performed with Harvey 

Fletcher? This experiment is now more commonly known by his surname. 
Robert A. Milikan 

4b Defending champions, which team won the 2024 Wheelchair Rugby League Challenge Cup? The only time this 

club's men's team has won the trophy was in 2018. You may answer with either word in this team’s two word 

name. 

Catalans Dragons (Accept 

either underlined part) 



 
 
Round 2 

  1a .BB is the top-level internet domain code for which Caribbean country? Barbados 

1b The first African to be admitted to the Académie Française, Léopold Senghor, became the first president of 

which West African country in 1960? 
Senegal 

2a The 1994 novel, The Shape of Water was the first to feature which Italian police detective? Salvo Montalbano 

2b Lickers are virus altered humans who appear in which video game series and its screen adaptations? Resident Evil 

3a Located on a bend in the Murray River, Bumbang Island is an Aboriginal and natural reserve in which 

Australian state? 
Victoria 

3b A standard Connect 4 board contains 6 horizontal columns and how many vertical columns? Seven 

4a It was recently revealed that, which British bakery chain has a secret code for all its savoury products with the 

different patterns on the top of the bakes identifying the contents of the savoury treat? 
Gregg's 

4b In which 1990 Martin Scorsese film is the character Billy Batts played by Frank Vincent beaten in a New York 

bar and later killed by Tommy DeVito played by Joe Pesci? 
Goodfellas 

 
 
 
 



 
 
 
Round 3 

1a The Nine Maidens stone circle at Tregeseal is in which English county? Cornwall 

1b Nicknamed The Red Devils, which Sussex based football team was promoted to the EFL League One at the end 

of the 2023/24 football season? 
Crawley Town 

2a Which attraction at Blackpool Pleasure Beach is the the only twin-track roller coaster in Britain, and is now one 

of two surviving wooden Möbius Loop roller coasters in the world? It shares its name with one of the most 

famous horse races in the UK. 

The Grand National 

2b Between 2002 and 2008 Walton Goggins portrayed corrupt detective Shane Vendrell in which TV series 

created by Kurt Sutter? 
The Shield 

3a A salt of which chemical element is used to create a red colour in fireworks? This alkaline earth metal has the 

atomic number 38 and chemical symbol Sr. 
Strontium 

3b A 'battle' commemorated in songs by Dire Straits and the Manic Street Preachers, which violent confrontation 

between striking miners and police occurred on on 18 June 1984 at a coking plant in Rotherham? 
Battle of Orgreave 

4a Based upon the poems of Friedrich Rückert, who composed the 1904 song cycle Kindertotenlieder [kin-der-

tote-en-lie-der] or Songs on the Death of Children? 
Gustav Mahler 

4b Birmingham based hip hop collective The Streets, recently collaborated with which U.S. sportswear brand to 

produce a range of their ‘Classics’ training shoe? This company takes its name from a type of African antelope. 
Reebok 



Round 4 

1a In 1770, artist Thomas Gainsborough painted The "what colour" boy? One of the primary colours, newly issued 

UK passports have been this colour since Brexit. 
Blue 

1b Originally an animated villain who terrorised the forests of Eternia, Fisto became a ‘Master of the Universe’ 

and fought alongside characters such as Man-At-Arms, Orko and which titular hero? 
He-man (accept Prince Adam) 

2a Accessory navicular syndrome is a condition that is caused by an extra bone growing on which specific parts of 

the human body? 
Feet 

2b Currently signed to All Elite Wrestling under what 2 word ring name does Samual Ratsch perform, he is known 

for using a skateboard in his entrance, his half skull makeup and ‘coffin drop’ manoeuvre, usually performed 

from extreme height? 

Darby Allin 

3a Which culinary YouTube channel is hosted by Barnsley born Danny Malin, in which he samples and critiques 

cuisine to go from a folding table and chair? 
Rate My Takeaway 

3b Recorded by the French band Air, the song Playground Love features on the soundtrack of which 1999 high 

school movie directed by Sofia Coppola? 
The Virgin Suicides 

4a Sadly never being returned home, which British explorer’s grave can be found in Grytviken [grit-vee-kan] 

Cemetery on the island of South Georgia? The wreck of his ship, Endurance, was discovered around a century 

after his death. 

Ernest Shackleton 

4b Pope Innocent 10th, born Giovanni Battista Pamphili was the great-great-great-grandson of Pope Alexander VI 

meaning, whilst not sharing the family name he was the last Pope to come from which infamous Ital-Spanish 

noble house? 

Borgia 



HALF-TIME - PLEASE CHANGE ORDER 
Round 5 

1a Between 1908 and 1910 artist Piet Mondrian painted an Evening Tree of what colour? Although some might 

have referred to them as being coloured burgundy, UK passports issued prior to Brexit were this primary 

colour. 

Red 

1b Kit Fisto was a member of which semi-religious peacekeeping order, seen throughout the Star Wars Franchise? 

Other members of this order included Mace Windu and Qui-Gon Jinn. 
Jedi 

2a What is the name of the culinary YouTube channel hosted by the hirsute Adam Moran, a competitive eater 

and personal trainer from Leeds? 
Beard Meets Food 

2b Released on May 24th this year, “Clancy” is the seventh album by which American duo, fronted by Tyler 

Joseph? 
Twenty One Pilots 

3a Duane syndrome is a condition caused by underdeveloped muscles, it affects the movement of which specific 

parts of the human body? 
Eyes 

3b Defending champions, which team won the 2024 Women’s Rugby League Challenge Cup, this club's men's 

team are 13 time winners of the trophy, their latest being in 2021? 
St. Helens (Accept Saints) 

4a Sadly never being returned home, which British explorer’s grave can be found in Kealakekua [key-lak-eh-koo-a] 

Bay on the island of Hawaii? During this man's first voyage of discovery he commanded the research vessel 

Endeavour. 

James Cook 

4b Ruling over Austria, Croatia and Hungary, as well as being Holy Roman Empress, German Queen and Queen of 

Bohemia, Maria Theresa was the only female ruler, and the last from which noble house? 
Hapsburg 



Round 6 

1a Which doubly eponymous experiment is named for the two American physicists who performed it in 1887 in 

Ohio? The experiment was an attempt to measure the motion of the Earth relative to the luminiferous aether. 

Michelson-Morley 

Experiment 

1b Currently signed to All Elite Wrestling where he is a two time International Champion, with a billed weight of 

whatever, billed from wherever and dubbed 'the king of sloth style' James Clipperly performs under what 2 word 

ring name? 

Orange Cassidy 

2a 
Beginning in March, which season is known as Printemps [pran-tom] in French? Spring 

2b 
Edward 7th succeeded which British queen in 1901? Victoria 

3a King of the Olympian gods and mythological molester Zeus, disguised himself as a cuckoo to get close to which 

goddess, his sister? After he ravished her she agreed to marry him to hide her shame. 
Hera 

3b Making his breakthrough into films working with Roger Corman on Battle Beyond the Stars, who directed the 

1982 movie The Terminator? 
James Cameron 

4a The peat bogs Glenmachrie & Gartbreck, which are tree free and therefore perfect terroir [te-rwa-ur] for whisky 

making, are found on which Scottish island, famous for its heavily peated whiskies? 
Islay 

4b Recorded by the French band Air, the song Sexy Boy features on the soundtrack of which 1999 high school movie 

directed by Gil Junger? 

10 Things I Hate About 

You 

 



 
 
Round 7 

1a The Callanish Standing Stones is a stone circle found on which island of the Outer Hebrides? Lewis 

1b A 'battle' commemorated in songs by Ian Dury, Hawkwind and The Levellers, which violent confrontation 

between travellers and Wiltshire police occurred 1 June 1985, when officers were instructed to stop people 

approaching Stonehenge? 

Battle of the Beanfield 

2a .MM is the top-level internet domain code for which southeast Asian country? Myanmar 

2b Nicknamed The Blues, which West Midlands based football team was relegated to the EFL League One at the 

end of the 2023/24 football season? 
Birmingham City 

3a In the Gregg’s savoury that has a chevron design etched in its light golden pastry to distinguish it from its bake 

brethren, what vegetable accompanies cheese? 
Onion 

3b California Nu-Metal band Korn recently collaborated with which German sportswear brand to produce a range 

of their ‘Campus’ training shoe? This company takes its name from the first three letters of both the first name 

and surname of its founder. 

Adidas 

4a Based on a poem by Stéphane Mallarmé, who composed the 1894 symphonic poem Prélude à l'après-midi 

d'un faune or Prelude to the Afternoon of a Faun? 
Claude Debussy 

4b Between 2012 and 2014 Walton Goggins portrayed transgender sex worker Venus Van Dam in which TV series 

created by Kurt Sutter? 
Sons of Anarchy 

 



 
Round 8 

1a Featuring horses as vehicles, which attraction at Blackpool Pleasure Beach is the only three tracked racing 

roller coaster left in the world? It shares its name with the type of horse race which requires the horses to 

jump over diverse fences and ditches. 

Steeplechase 

1b Clickers are fungal altered humans who appear in which video game series and its screen adaptation? The Last of Us 

2a 
The 1987 novel Knots and Crosses was the first to feature which Scottish police detective? John Rebus 

2b In which 1995 Martin Scorsese film is the character Nicky Santoro played by Joe Pesci beaten and killed in a 

Nevada corn field by Frankie Marino played by Frank Vincent? 
Casino 

3a Supplying iron ore by rail to the Southern Ocean port of Esperance, the mining town of Koolyanobbing is in 

which Australian State? 
Western Australia 

3b An Alma mater of Balliol College, Oxford, where a building is now named after him, Seretse Khama became the 

first president of which Southern African country in 1966? 
Botswana 

4a A salt of which chemical element is used to create a green colour in fireworks, this alkaline earth metal has the 

atomic number 56 and chemical symbol Ba? 
Barium 

4b At the start of a game of ordinary Jenga, how many pieces or blocks make up each row of the tower? At the 

start of the game the tower consists of 18 rows of these blocks. 
Three 

 



We hope you have enjoyed this friendly set. Please remember that the friendlies are written by volunteers who are all members of OQL so 
please consider that when making comments regarding the friendly set. 

 
 

Spares 

1 Who was the Member of Parliament for Redcar from 1987 to 2001, their time as Secretary of State for 

Northern Ireland between 1997 and 1999 saw them being a signatory of the Good Friday Agreement? 
Marjorie ‘Mo’ Mowlam 

2 Inventor of the ‘Newport Helicopter’, Benji Webbe is the vocalist of which metal fusion band? Skindred 

3 The first novel to be published under the Pelican imprint was The Intelligent Woman’s Guide to Socialism, 

Capitalism, Sovietism and Fascism by which author? 
George Bernard Shaw 

4 YolanDa Brown, Charles Nove and Ayanna Witter-Johnson all present shows on which UK DAB radio station? Scala radio 

 
 


